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Abstract. We study the problem of encrypting and authenticating quantum data in the presence of
adversaries making adaptive chosen plaintext and chosen ciphertext queries. Classically, security games
use string copying and comparison to detect adversarial cheating in such scenarios. Quantumly, this
approach would violate no-cloning. We develop new techniques to overcome this problem: we use entan-
glement to detect cheating, and rely on recent results for characterizing quantum encryption schemes.
We give definitions for (i.) ciphertext unforgeability , (ii.) indistinguishability under adaptive chosen-
ciphertext attack, and (iii.) authenticated encryption. The restriction of each definition to the classical
setting is at least as strong as the corresponding classical notion: (i) implies INT-CTXT, (ii) implies
IND-CCA2, and (iii) implies AE. All of our new notions also imply QIND-CPA privacy. Combining one-
time authentication and classical pseudorandomness, we construct symmetric-key quantum encryption
schemes for each of these new security notions, and provide several separation examples. Along the way,
we also give a new definition of one-time quantum authentication which, unlike all previous approaches,
authenticates ciphertexts rather than plaintexts.
1 Introduction
Given the rapid development of quantum information processing, it is reasonable to conjecture that fu-
ture communication networks will include at least some large-scale quantum computers and high-capacity
quantum channels. What will secure communication look like on the resulting “quantum Internet”? For in-
stance, how will we transmit quantum messages securely over a completely insecure channel? One approach
is via interactive and information-theoretically secure methods, e.g., combining entanglement distillation
with teleportation. In this work, we will instead consider the non-interactive, highly efficient approach which
dominates the current classical Internet. A natural goal here is to achieve, in the quantum setting, all the
basic features that are enjoyed by classical encryption: (i.) a single small key suffices for transmitting an
essentially unlimited amount of data, (ii.) these keys can be exchanged over public channels, and (iii.) the
security guarantees are as strong as possible. Previous work has shown how to achieve both (i.) and (ii.), but
only for secrecy against chosen-plaintext and non-adaptive chosen-ciphertext attacks [14,3]. Authentication
or adaptive chosen-ciphertext security for such schemes has, as yet, not been considered. In fact, at the
time of writing, there is not even a definition for two-time quantum authentication, much less for quantum
analogues of EUF-CMA or IND-CCA2. The aim of this work is to address this problem.
The security definitions we seek do not yet exist due to a number of technical obstacles, all of which can
be traced to quantum no-cloning and the destructiveness of quantum measurements. These obstacles make it
difficult even just to formulate the basic security notion, much less to prove reductions or to construct secure
schemes. In unforgeability, for example, no-cloning makes it impossible to record the adversary’s queries
and check whether the final output is a fresh forgery. In adaptive chosen-ciphertext security, no-cloning
makes it impossible to record the challenge ciphertext and ensure that the adversary does not “cheat” by
simply decrypting it (and thus win against any scheme). Moreover, due to the destructiveness of quantum
measurement, it is unclear if one can both perform cheat-detection and answer non-cheating queries correctly.
In this work, we overcome these obstacles, and present the first definitions of multiple-query unforgeabil-
ity and adaptive chosen-ciphertext indistinguishability for quantum encryption schemes, thereby solving a
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longstanding open problem [3,12,20]. While our definitions are inherently quantum in nature, we are able to
show that they are in fact natural analogues of well-known classical security definitions, such as INT-CTXT
and IND-CCA2. The strongest security notion we define is called quantum authenticated encryption (or QAE)
and corresponds to the strongest form of security normally studied in the classical setting. A secret-key
scheme satisfying QAE is unforgeable and indistinguishable even against adversaries that can make adaptive
encryption and decryption queries.
In an effort to explore this new landscape, we prove several theorems which relate our new notions to
each other and to established quantum and classical security definitions. We also show how to satisfy each
of our new security notions with explicit, efficient constructions. In particular, we show that combining a
post-quantum secure pseudorandom function with a unitary 2-design yields the strongest form of secret-key
quantum encryption defined thus far, i.e., QAE.
Related Work. Computationally-secure quantum encryption has garnered significant interest in the past
few years, beginning with basic security notions like QIND-CPA and QIND-CCA1 [14,3], and then with
more advanced concepts such as quantum fully-homomorphic encryption (QFHE) [14,17]. For authenti-
cation, uncloneability, and non-malleability, the one-time setting has received considerable attention (see,
e.g., [6,19,24,21,5,15,27,23].) We will make use of the authentication definition of [19], a characterization
lemma of [5], and a simulation adversary of [15]. For classical notions of unforgeability and chosen-ciphertext
security, see e.g. [25].
1.1 Our approach
The problem. We begin by outlining the technical difficulties in some further detail. Let us consider many-
time authentication for symmetric-key encryption schemes first. In the classical setting, secure many-time
authentication is defined in terms of unforgeability. A scheme is unforgeable if no adversary, even if granted the
black-box power to authenticate with our secret key, can generate a fresh and properly authenticated message
(i.e., a forgery). Translating this idea to the quantum setting presents immediate technical difficulties. First,
no-cloning prevents us from recording the adversary’s previous queries. Second, even if the first problem is
surmounted, the nature of measurement might make it difficult to reliably identify whether the adversary’s
output is indeed fresh. For example, we might need many copies of the adversary’s query, as well as many
copies of their final output.
A similar problem occurs for secrecy. The current state-of-the-art is the so-called QIND-CCA1 model. In
this model, the transmitted state (the “challenge”) remains secret even to adversaries with the black-box
power to both encrypt and non-adaptively decrypt with our secret key. Our experience in the classical world
tells us that this model is too weak, because real-world adversaries can sometimes gain adaptive access
to decryption (e.g., in WEP and early versions of SSL [8].) Classically, this is addressed using the so-called
IND-CCA2 model, where the adversary is allowed adaptive decryption queries but cannot use them on the chal-
lenge (without this caveat, security becomes impossible). Here again, the quantum setting presents numerous
technical difficulties: no-cloning prevents us from recording the challenge, and the nature of measurement
makes it difficult to tell if the adversary is attempting to decrypt the challenge.
Recall that the strongest form of classical security, so-called “authenticated encryption” (or AE) is defined
to be IND-CCA2 together with unforgeability of ciphertexts [25]. Achieving a comparable quantum notion
thus seems to require solving all of the above problems.
Using classical intuition, one might attempt a solution as follows: consider only pure-state plaintexts, and
demand that the final forgery is orthogonal to the previous queries (or, in CCA2, that decryption queries are
orthogonal to the challenge). This may seem promising at first, but a closer look reveals numerous issues; for
example: (i.) quantum states are in general not pure, and may include side registers kept by the adversary,
(ii.) this idea charges the adversary with adhering to very strict demands, contrary to good theory practice,
(iii.) checking whether a particular adversary satisfies the demands cannot be done efficiently.
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A promising approach. We now describe a more promising solution, beginning with unforgeability. We
will express security in terms of the performance of adversaries A in two games: (1.) F-Real, where A gets
oracle access to Enck and wins if he outputs any valid ciphertext, and (2.) F-Cheat, where we attempt to
ascertain if A is cheating by feeding us an output of the oracle. How do we detect this kind of cheating?
Recall that, even in the one-time setting, quantum authentication implies indistinguishability of ciphertexts.
A consequence of this is that, whenever A performs an encryption query on a certain plaintext state, we
are free to respond with an encryption of a different state – for example, half of a maximally-entangled
state. This will be our approach: we prepare an entangled pair |φ+〉MM ′ , apply Enck to register M , give the
resulting ciphertext register to A, and keep M ′. When the game ends, we decrypt the output of A into a
register O, and then perform the measurement {Πφ+ ,1−Πφ+} on OM ′. We then declare that A is cheating
if and only if the first outcome is recorded.
This idea can also be applied to the multiple-query setting. There, we respond to the jth query with an
encryption of register M of |φ+〉MMj , and save Mj ; at the end of the game, we perform the aforementioned
measurement on OMj for all j and declare that A cheated if any of them return the first outcome.
To define a quantum analogue of IND-CCA2, we can try a similar strategy. We again compare the per-
formance of A in two games: (1.) C-Real, which is just like the classical IND-CCA2 game, except with no
restrictions on A’s use of the Deck oracle, and (2.) C-Cheat, where we again attempt to detect cheating. In
C-Cheat, when the adversary sends us the challenge plaintext, we discard it and respond with the ciphertext
register of (Enck⊗1M ′)|φ+〉MM ′ instead, while keeping M ′ to ourselves. Whenever A queries the decryption
oracle, we first apply Deck and place the resulting plaintext in a register O. Then we apply the measurement
{Πφ+ ,1 −Πφ+} to OM ′ to see if the adversary is cheating. If we get the first outcome, we declare that A
cheated.
The above ideas do lead to reasonable security definitions, which (at least partly) fulfill our original goals.
However, they suffer from a number of drawbacks. First, repeated measurement of the plaintext requires the
use of a so-called “gentle measurement lemma” [29], and thus can only apply to large plaintext spaces(e.g.,
nc qubits for c > 0). Second, they only offer plaintext authentication and a kind-of plaintext CCA security ;
modification of ciphertexts (that does not also modify the underlying plaintext) cannot be detected. Our
classical experience tells us that this is insufficient, and that we should demand impossibility of any ciphertext
manipulation whatsoever. Addressing these problems is where many of our new technical contributions (in
addition to the above ideas) are needed. While our actual approach will be different, and more sophisticated
techniques are required, we will still follow the spirit of the idea outlined above.
1.2 Summary of Results
Recall that, in the setting of quantum data, copying is impossible and authentication implies encryption [9].
In particular, there is no direct quantum analogue of a MAC. As a result, the central objects of study in our
work will be symmetric-key quantum encryption schemes, or SKQES for short, but our results on quantum
CCA2 security carry over to the public-key setting as well.
Quantum ciphertext authentication. All previous definitions of authentication for quantum data allow
manipulation of the ciphertext (see Section 2), thus only authenticating the plaintext state. In our first main
contribution, we solve this problem, laying the necessary groundwork for our remaining results.
• We give a new definition: information-theoretic quantum one-time ciphertext authentication (QCA), in-
spired by ideas of [5,15].
• We prove that QCA is a strengthening of “DNS”-authentication [19].
Theorem 1 (informal). If a SKQES authenticates ciphertexts (QCA), then it also authenticates plain-
texts (DNS); in particular, it satisfies secrecy (QIND).
• We define computational-security (one-time) analogues: cQCA and cDNS.
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Quantum unforgeability. In this setting, the adversary is granted access to an encryption oracle, and
must generate a valid “fresh” ciphertext.
• We give a new definition: quantum unforgeability (QUF), combining ideas of Section 1.1 and [5]. We also
define a bounded-query analogue (t-QUF).
• We show that UF, the classical analogue of QUF, is remarkably strong.
Theorem 2 (informal). For classical schemes, UF ⇐⇒ AE.
Quantum chosen-ciphertext security. We address the longstanding problem of defining quantum secu-
rity under adaptive chosen-ciphertext attack [3,12,20]; the state of the art was previously the non-adaptive
QIND-CCA1 [3].
• We give a new definition: quantum indistinguishability under adaptive chosen-ciphertext attack
(QIND-CCA2), using all of the aforementioned ideas.
• We relate QIND-CCA2 to existing security notions.
Theorem 3 (informal).
1. For quantum schemes, QIND-CCA2 =⇒ QIND-CCA1.
2. The classical analogue of QIND-CCA2 is equivalent to classical IND-CCA2.
Quantum authenticated encryption. In our main contribution, we define a natural quantum analogue
of the classical concept of authenticated encryption (AE). All previous quantum security notions lacked both
unforgeability and adaptive chosen-ciphertext security.
• We give a new definition: quantum authenticated encryption (QAE), combining the ideas of Section 1.1,
the notion of QCA, and a real/ideal approach [28].
• We give evidence that QAE is indeed the correct quantum analogue of AE.
Theorem 4 (informal).
1. Unforgeability and secure authentication: QAE =⇒ QUF ∧ cQCA.
2. Chosen-ciphertext security: QAE =⇒ QIND-CCA2.
3. The classical analogue of QAE is equivalent to classical AE.
Fig. 1. Implications between quantum security notions
The new notions and connections we develop are summarized in Figure 1.
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Constructions and separations. Our new constructions combine a SKQES Π with a classical keyed
function family f to build a new SKQES Πf , as follows. In Πf , key generation outputs a key for f ; to encrypt
a state %, we generate a random r and output (r,EncΠfk(r)(%)). For example, if Π is the quantum one-time
pad and f is a pqPRF (i.e, a post-quantum-secure pseudo-random function), then Πf is the IND-CCA1-
secure scheme from [3]. We will also need the standard one-time authentication scheme 2desTag, defined by
Enck : % 7→ Ck(%⊗ |0n〉〈0n|)C†k where C is an (exact or approximate) unitary two-design.
Theorem 5 (informal). Let Π be a 2desTag scheme, let f be a pqPRF, and let g be a t-wise independent
classical function family. Then
1. Π is one-time ciphertext authenticating (QCA).
2. Πg is t-time quantum unforgeable (t-QUF).
3. Πf satisfies quantum authenticated encryption (QAE); in particular, it is quantum unforgeable (QUF)
and chosen-ciphertext secure (QIND-CCA2).
Theorem 6 (informal).
1. There exists an SKQES which is QIND-CCA1 but not QIND-CCA2.
2. There exists an SKQES which is QIND-CCA2 but not QAE.
Our choice of primitives. The reader may wonder why our constructions do not need “quantum-oracle-
secure” primitives (e.g., QPRFs for unforgeability and 2t-wise independence for t-time security, as in the
quantum-secure classical setting of [11].) In our work, the classical portion of the ciphertext is generated
by honest parties during encryption, and measured during decryption. As a result, oracle access to Enck
and Deck (as CPTP maps) never grants quantum oracle access to the underlying classical primitive. Of
course, one could grant the adversary more powerful oracles that do grant this kind of access, and then
quantum-oracle-secure primitives (such as QPRFs) would indeed be required.
A remark on applicability. While all of our definitions apply to arbitrary quantum encryption schemes,
security reductions sometimes require the following additional condition. As discussed in Section 3, all quan-
tum encryption algorithms can be characterized as (1.) drawing a random pure state from a probability
distribution, (2.) attaching it to the plaintext, and (3.) applying a unitary operator. For the implication
QAE ⇒ cQCA of Theorem 4 to hold, it is required that (1), (2) and (3) are efficiently implementable. This
condition holds for all schemes known to us. However, it is in principle possible that there are schemes for
which Enck is efficiently implementable, but the particular implementation “(1), then (2), then (3)” is not.
We leave this as an open problem.
2 Preliminaries
Basic Notation and Conventions. In the rest of this work, we use “classical” to denote “non-quantum”,
“iff” for “if and only if”, and n to denote the security parameter. A function ε(n) is negligible (denoted
ε(n) ≤ negl(n)) if it is asymptotically smaller than 1/p(n) for every polynomial function p. The notation
x $←−X means that x is a sample from the uniform distribution over the set X. By “PPT” we mean a
polynomial-time uniform family of probabilistic circuits, and by “QPT” we mean a polynomial-time uniform
family of quantum circuits. We will frequently give such algorithms names like “adversary” or “challenger,”
but this is only to help remember the role of the algorithm.
For notation and conventions regarding quantum information, we refer the reader to [26]. We recall a few
basics here. We denote by HM a complex Hilbert space with label M and finite dimension dimM . We use
the standard bra-ket notation to work with pure states |ϕ〉 ∈ HM . The class of positive, Hermitian, trace-one
linear operators on HM is denoted by D(HM ). A quantum register is a physical system whose set of valid
states is D(HM ); in this case we label by M the register itself. We reserve the notation τM for the maximally
mixed state (i.e., uniform classical distribution) 1/ dimM on M .
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In a typical cryptographic scenario, a “quantum register M” is in fact an infinite family of registers
{Mn}n∈N consisting of p(n) qubits, where p is some fixed polynomial. This family is parameterized by n,
which is typically also the security parameter. We will consider completely positive (CP), trace-preserving
(TP) maps (i.e., quantum channels) when describing quantum algorithms. To indicate that Φ is a channel
from register A to B, we will write ΦA→B . When it helps to clarify notation, we will use ◦ to denote
composition of operators. We will also often drop tensor products with the identity, e.g., given a map
ΨBC→D, we will write Ψ ◦ Φ to denote the map Ψ ◦ (Φ⊗ 1C) from AC to D.
The support of a quantum state % is its cokernel (as a linear operator). Equivalently, this is the span of
the pure states making up any decomposition of % as a convex combination of pure states. We will denote
the orthogonal projection operator onto this subspace by P%. The two-outcome projective measurement (to
test if a state has the same or different support as %) is then {P%,1− P%}.
Next, we single out some unitary operators that will appear frequently. First, the group of n-qubit
operators generated by Paulis I,X, Y, Z (applied to individual qubits) is a well-known unitary one-design.
The Clifford group on n qubits is defined to be the normalizer of the Pauli group inside the unitary group. It
can also be seen as the group generated by the gate set (H,P,CNOT ) [22]; it is also a unitary two-design [16].
A unitary t-design (for a fixed t) is an infinite collection U = {U (n) : n ∈ N}, where U (n) forms an n-qubit
unitary t-design in the standard sense, i.e.,
1
|U (n)|
∑
U∈U(n)
U⊗tX
(
U†
)⊗t
=
∫
U⊗tX
(
U†
)⊗t
dU . (1)
In the above, the integral is taken over the n-qubit unitary group according to the Haar measure. We assume
that there is an explicit polynomial function m(n) and a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm which,
given 1n and k $←−{0, 1}m(n), produces a circuit for a unitary operator Uk,n which is distributed uniformly at
random in U (n). We will not refer to this algorithm explicitly and will simply write {Uk,n : k ∈ {0, 1}m(n)} for
the resulting distribution on unitary operators; we will also frequently suppress one index and write Uk when
n is clear from context. We refer to the polynomial m as the key length of the t-design. Standard examples
are: (i.) the Pauli one-design (where we apply XaZb to each qubit for random a, b ∈ {0, 1}) is a unitary
one-design on n qubits with key length 2n; (ii.) the Clifford group (where we apply a uniformly random
element of the n-qubit Clifford group, efficiently generated via the Gottesman-Knill theorem [1]) is a unitary
3-design, and therefore in particular a unitary 2-design, on n qubits with key length O(n2); (iii.) random
poly(t, n)-size quantum circuits, randomly generated from a universal gate set, are approximate t-designs on
n qubits [13].
In this work, we will only require one-designs and two-designs, and we will assume for simplicity that
the designs are exact. While approximate designs would also suffice, some additional (but straightforward)
analysis would be required.
Quantum Encryption. We will follow the conventions set in [3]; the exception is that decryption can
reject by outputting a special symbol ⊥.
Definition 1. A symmetric-key quantum encryption scheme (or SKQES) is a triple of QPT algorithms:
1. (key generation)6 KeyGen : on input 1n, outputs k $←−K
2. (encryption) Enc : K ×D(HM )→ D(HC)
3. (decryption) Dec : K ×D(HC)→ D(HM ⊕ |⊥〉〈⊥|)
such that ‖Deck ◦ Enck − 1M ⊕ 0⊥‖ ≤ negl(n) for all k ∈ suppKeyGen(1n).
It is implicit that the key space K is classical and of size poly(n); likewise, the registers C and M are
quantum registers of at most poly(n) qubits. We will only consider SKQES of fixed-length, meaning that the
6 A more general definition uses arbitrary key generation algorithms. We assume a uniform key in this paper for
technical and notational convenience.
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number of qubits in M is a fixed function of the security parameter n. We assume that honest parties will
apply the measurement {Π⊥,1 − Π⊥} (where Π⊥ = |⊥〉〈⊥|) immediately after decryption. This allows us
to write, e.g., Deck(%) 6= ⊥ to mean that decryption (followed by this measurement) successfully produced a
valid plaintext.
We will often combine quantum schemes with classical (keyed) function families. A keyed function family
consists of functions f : {0, 1}p(n) × {0, 1}q(n) → {0, 1}s(n) where p, q, s are polynomials in n. In typical
usage, we sample a key k $←−{0, 1}p(n) and then consider the restricted function fk : {0, 1}q(n) → {0, 1}s(n)
defined by fk(x) = f(k, x). All keyed function families are assumed to be computable by a deterministic
polynomial-time uniform classical algorithm.
Definition 2. Let Π = (KeyGenΠ ,EncΠ ,DecΠ) be a SKQES, and f : {0, 1}p(n) × {0, 1}q(n) → {0, 1}s(n) a
classical keyed function family. Define a new SKQES Πf = (KeyGen,Enc,Dec) as follows:
1. KeyGen : on input 1n, outputs k $←−{0, 1}p(n);
2. Enck : on input %, outputs |r〉〈r| ⊗ EncΠfk(r)(%), where r $←−{0, 1}q(n);
3. Deck : |s〉〈s| ⊗ σ 7→ DecΠfk(s)(σ).
We extend Deck to arbitrary inputs by postulating that it begins by measuring the first register in the
computational basis. Note that Πf has plaintext length t(s(n)) where t(.) is the plaintext length of Π as
a function of Π’s key length. This construction can be extended to schemes Π with a non-uniform key by
using the output of the keyed function family as a random tape for KeyGenΠ .
Quantum secrecy. The literature contains a number of information-theoretic definitions of quantum se-
crecy (see, e.g., [7,6,14,3]). It is well-known that a unitary one-design (e.g., the Pauli group) is an information-
theoretically secret scheme. In this work, however, we focus on the computational setting [14,3].
Definition 3 (QIND). A SKQES Π = (KeyGen,Enc,Dec) has indistinguishable encryptions (or is QIND) if
for every QPT adversary A = (M,D) we have:∣∣∣Pr[D{(Enck ⊗ 1E)%ME} = 1]− Pr[D{(Enck ⊗ 1E)(|0〉〈0|M ⊗ %E)} = 1]∣∣∣ ≤ negl(n),
where %ME ←M(1n), %E = TrM (%ME), and the probabilities are taken over k ← KeyGen(1n) and the coins
and measurements of Enc, M, D. We also define:
• QIND-CPA: In addition to the above, M and D have oracle access to Enck.
• QIND-CCA1: In addition to QIND-CPA, M has oracle access to Deck.
Recall that a pqPRF (post-quantum pseudorandom function) is a classical, deterministic, efficiently com-
putable keyed function family {fk}k which appears random to QPT algorithms with classical oracle access
to fk for uniformly random k. The strongest notion (QIND-CCA1) is satisfied by Π
f where Π is a one-design
and f is a pqPRF [3]. We let 1desPRF denote such schemes.
One-time authentication. We recall quantum authentication as defined by Dupuis et al. [19], and adapt it
to our conventions. Given an attack map ΛCB→CB˜ on a scheme Π = (KeyGen,Enc,Dec) (where the adversary
holds B and B˜), we define the “averaged effective plaintext map” (or just “effective map”) as follows.
ΛΠ
MB→MB˜ := E k←KeyGen(1n) [Deck ◦ Λ ◦ Enck] .
We then require that, conditioned on acceptance, this map is the identity on M .
Definition 4 ([19]). A SKQES Π = (KeyGen,Enc,Dec) is DNS-authenticating if, for any CP-map ΛCB→CB˜,
there exist CP-maps Λacc
B→B˜ and Λ
rej
B→B˜ that sum to a TP map, such that∥∥∥ΛΠMB→MB˜ − (idM ⊗ ΛaccB→B˜ + |⊥〉〈⊥|M ⊗ ΛrejB→B˜)∥∥∥ ≤ negl(n) . (2)
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An important observation is that this definition only provides for authentication of the plaintext state.
To see that this cannot be “ciphertext authentication,” simply take a scheme which is DNS and change it
so that (i.) an extra bit is added to the ciphertext during encryption, and (ii.) that same bit is ignored
during decryption. The resulting scheme still satisfies DNS, but the adversary can clearly forge ciphertexts
by flipping the extra bit. A perhaps more compelling example just adds encoding (in some QEC code)
after encryption, and decoding prior to decryption. The adversary is then free to modify ciphertexts with
correctable errors without violating DNS. We remark that, in this respect, the recent strengthening of DNS
due to Garg et al. [21] is no different: a scheme secure according to this stronger notion of authentication
can be modified in the same way without losing security.
Next, we recall a standard one-time authentication scheme. We encrypt by appending n “tag” qubits in
the fixed state |0〉 and then applying a random element of a 2-design. Decryption first undoes the 2-design,
then outputs the plaintext iff all tag qubits measure to 0; otherwise it outputs ⊥.
Scheme 1. The scheme family 2desTag is defined as follows. Select a unitary 2-design U with key length
m(·), and define algorithms:
1. KeyGen: on input 1n, output k $←−{0, 1}m(2n);
2. Enck: on input %M , output Uk(%M ⊗ |0n〉〈0n|T )U†k
3. Deck: on input σMT , output
〈0n|TU†kσMTUk|0n〉T + Tr
[
(1− |0n〉〈0n|T )U†kσMTUk
] |⊥〉〈⊥|M .
We chose 2desTag to have plaintext and tag length n. It is well-known that, for plaintexts of at most
polynomial length and tags of length at least nc, these schemes are DNS-authenticating [2,19].
3 One-Time Ciphertext Authentication
One-time quantum authentication has been extensively studied [9,18,19,15,21,5]. As we observed above, all
of these works concern plaintext authentication, which ensures that manipulated ciphertexts decrypt to either
the original plaintext or the reject symbol. Classical MACs, on the other hand, provide ciphertext authenti-
cation, which ensures that any ciphertext manipulation whatsoever will result in rejection. This distinction
is important; for instance, in classical IND-CCA2, the adversary can defeat plaintext-authenticating schemes
by invoking the decryption oracle on a modified challenge ciphertext.
In this section we show how to define and construct ciphertext authentication in the quantum setting.
These ideas will be crucial to defining more advanced notions (such as ciphertext unforgeability and adaptive
chosen-ciphertext security) later in the paper. We start with the information-theoretical security setting, and
then we discuss how to apply these notions to the computational setting.
A characterization of encryption schemes. We recall a lemma from [5] stating that all SKQES encrypt
by (i.) attaching some (possibly key-dependent) auxiliary state, and (ii.) applying a unitary7 operator.
Decryption undoes the unitary, and then checks if the support of the state in the auxiliary register has
changed. We emphasize that this characterization follows from correctness only, and thus applies to all
schemes.
Lemma 1 (Lemma B.9 in [5], restated). Let Π = (KeyGen,Enc,Dec) be a SKQES. Then Enc and Dec
have the following form:
Enck(XM ) = Vk (XM ⊗ (σk)T )V †k
Deck(YC) = TrT
[
PσkT
(
V †k YCVk
)
PσkT
]
+ Dˆk
[
P¯σkT
(
V †k YCVk
)
P¯σkT
]
.
Here, σk is a state on register T , P
σk
T and P¯
σk
T are the orthogonal projectors onto the support of σ
(k) (see
Section 2) and its complement (respectively), Vk is a unitary operator, and Dˆk is a channel.
7 If the dimension of the plaintext space does not divide the dimension of the ciphertext space, then we may need
an isometry. In our case, all spaces are made up of qubits.
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In practice, Dˆk (i.e., the map that is applied to any ciphertext outside of the range of Enck) will just
discard the state and replace it with ⊥. Let us explain how the schemes we have seen so far fit into this
characterization. For 2desTag, σk is simply the (key-independent) pure state |0n〉〈0n|T , Vk is the unitary
operator of the two-design corresponding to key k, Pσk = |0n〉〈0n|, and Dˆk replaces the state with ⊥. For
1desPRF, σk is the maximally mixed state τ (i.e., the classical randomness r from Definition 2), and Vk is the
controlled-unitary which applies a quantum one-time pad on the first register, controlled on the contents of
the second register (using the pqPRF f), i.e., |x〉|r〉 7→ Pfk(r)|x〉|r〉. Decryption undoes the controlled unitary
and never rejects, i.e., Pσk = 1. This corresponds to the fact that τ has full support.
By considering the spectral decomposition of the state σk from Lemma 1, it is straightforward to show
that encryption can always be implemented using unitary operators and only classical randomness. We state
this fact as follows.
Corollary 1. Let Π = (KeyGen,Enc,Dec) be a SKQES. Then for every k, there exists a probability distribu-
tion pk : {0, 1}t → [0, 1] and a family of quantum states |ψ(k,r)〉T such that Enck is equivalent to the following
algorithm:
1. sample r ∈ {0, 1}t according to pk;
2. apply the following map: Enck;r(XM ) = Vk
(
XM ⊗ |ψ(k,r)〉〈ψ(k,r)|T
)
V †k .
Here Vk and T are defined as in Lemma 1, and t is the number of qubits in T .
For example, in the case of 2desTag, the distribution is a point distribution and |ψ(k,r)〉 = |0t〉. In 1desPRF,
the distribution is uniform and |ψ(k,r)〉 = |r〉.
It is important to remark here that, even if Enck is a polynomial-time algorithm, the functionally-
equivalent algorithm provided by Corollary 1 may not be. We thus define the following.
Condition 1. Let Π be a SKQES, and let pk, |ψ(k,r)〉 and Vk be as given in Corollary 1. We say that Π
satisfies Condition 1 if there exist efficient quantum algorithms for (i.) sampling from pk, (ii.) preparing
|ψ(k,r)〉, and (iii.) implementing Vk, and this holds for all but a negligible fraction of k and r.
We are not aware of any examples of SKQES that violate Condition 1. In fact, in all schemes we will
consider (including all schemes constructed via Definition 2), the distribution pk and the states |ψ(k,r)〉 are
trivial to prepare, and the unitaries Vk are implementable by poly-size quantum circuits. In any case, when
Condition 1 is required for a particular result, we will state this explicitly.
Defining ciphertext authentication. We begin by outlining our approach. Fix an encryption scheme Π
with plaintext register M and ciphertext register C. Let ΛCB→CB˜ be an attack map. Intuitively, we would
like to decide whether to accept or reject conditioned on whether Λ has changed the ciphertext. A possible
approach would be to use the simulator from Theorem 5.1 in [15]: in the case of acceptance, this simulator8
ensures that Λ is equivalent to 1C ⊗Φ for some side-information map ΦB→B˜ . While this approach is on the
right track, it is unnecessarily strong as a definition of security: it prevents the adversary from even looking
at (or copying) classical parts of the ciphertext! This would place strange requirements on encryption. It
would disallow constant classical messages (e.g., “begin PGP message”) accompanying ciphertexts. It would
also disallow a large class of natural schemes, including all schemes Πf from Section 2. This class has many
schemes that (intuitively speaking) should be adequate for authenticating poly-many quantum ciphertexts,
such as the case where Π applies a random unitary and f is a random function.
The key to finding the middle ground lies in Corollary 1: any scheme can be decomposed in a way that
enables us to check separately whether the identity has been applied to the quantum part, and whether the
classical register has changed. In effect, this will amount to an additional constraint over DNS-authentication9
(Definition 4), demanding extra structure from the simulator.
8 In [15], this simulator was used to prove DNS security of the 2desTag scheme. Here, we consider whether that
simulator can be used to define secure authentication.
9 One might also start from the authentication definitions of [21,27] rather than DNS. However, this is not necessary:
these definitions’ advantage over DNS is in key recycling; our setting is non-interactive and has no back-channel
for key recycling.
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Recall that an attack ΛCB→CB˜ on the scheme Π defines the averaged effective plaintext map Λ
Π
MB→MB˜ =
Ek[Deck ◦ Λ ◦ Enck]. We define ciphertext authentication as follows, using notation from Lemma 1 and
Corollary 1.
Definition 5. A SKQES Π = (KeyGen,Enc,Dec) is ciphertext authenticating, or QCA, if for all CP-maps
ΛCB→CB˜, there exists a CP-map Λ
rej
B→B˜ such that:∥∥∥ΛΠMB→MB˜ − (idM ⊗ ΛaccB→B˜ + |⊥〉〈⊥|M ⊗ ΛrejB→B˜)∥∥∥ ≤ negl(n), (3)
and Λacc
B→B˜ + Λ
rej
B→B˜ is TP. Here Λ
acc
B→B˜ is given by:
Λacc
B→B˜(ZB) = Ek,r
[
〈Φk,r|V †k Λ
(
Enck;r
(
φ+MM ′ ⊗ ZB
))
Vk|Φk,r〉
]
(4)
where |Φk,r〉 = |φ+〉MM ′ ⊗ |ψ(k,r)〉T .
Condition (3) is simply DNS. It ensures that, in the accept case, the adversary performs the identity on the
plaintext. Condition (4) demands that the rest of the action (i.e., on the side-information) is well-simulated
by the following:
1. prepare a maximally entangled state φ+MM ′ and attach it to the input B;
2. run encryption, saving the classical randomness r used (meaning that the tag register T was prepared
in the state |ψ(k,r)〉);
3. apply decryption while conditioning on (i.) the plaintext still being maximally entangled with M ′, and
(ii.) register T still containing |ψ(k,r)〉;
4. output the contents of B˜.
Note that this definition only adds further constraints to DNS. Recalling that DNS implies QIND [9,21], we
thus have the following.
Theorem 7. If a SKQES is QCA, then it is also DNS; in particular, it is QIND.
It is not difficult to see that the security proof in Theorem 5.1 of [15] (for establishing DNS of the Clifford
scheme) actually applies to arbitrary 2-designs, and in fact proves QCA and not only DNS. We thus have
that the scheme 2desTag fulfills ciphertext authentication. For details on the separation between QCA and
DNS, see the appendix of the full version of this paper [4].
Computational-security variant. We now briefly record a computational-security variant of one-time
ciphertext authentication, which simply requires that all elements in Definition 5 are efficient.
Definition 6. A SKQES Π = (KeyGen,Enc,Dec) is computationally ciphertext authenticating (cQCA) if,
for any efficiently implementable attack map ΛCB→CB˜, the effective attack Λ˜MB→MB˜ is computationally
indistinguishable from the simulator:
Λsim
MB→MB˜ = idM ⊗ ΛaccB→B˜ + |⊥〉〈⊥|M ⊗ Λ
reject
B→B˜ . (5)
Here the simulator is given by:
Λacc
B→B˜ = Ek,r
[
〈Φk,r|V †k Λ
(
Enck;r
(
φ+MM ′ ⊗ (·)B
))
Vk|Φk,r〉
]
and
Λreject
B→B˜ = Ek,r
[
Tr (1− |Φk,r〉〈Φk,r|)V †k Λ
(
Enck;r
(
φ+MM ′ ⊗ (·)B
))
Vk
]
, (6)
where: |Φk,r〉 = |φ+〉MM ′ ⊗ |ψ(k,r)〉T .
Because we fix the form of the simulator in the reject case, the simulator is efficiently implementable just
as in [15] for schemes that satisfy Condition 1. It is straightforward to define a computational variant of
DNS [15], which we denote by cDNS. Given that Theorem 7 only talks about computationally bounded
quantum adversaries, it also applies to cDNS. In particular we have the following.
Proposition 1. If a SKQES is cQCA, then it is also cDNS; in particular, it satisfies QIND.
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4 Quantum Unforgeability
Translating the standard classical intuition of ciphertext unforgeability to the quantum setting appears
nontrivial. As we develop our approach, it will be useful to keep in mind a “prototype” scheme that should
(intuitively) satisfy quantum unforgeability against a polynomial-time adversary making an arbitrary number
of queries. This is the scheme 2desTagPRF, which encrypts via:
Enck(%) = Ufk(r) (%⊗ |0n〉〈0n|)U†fk(r) ⊗ |r〉〈r|
where k is a key for the pqPRF f and r is randomness selected freshly for each encryption. This scheme
is characterized (via Lemma 1) by the key-independent “tag state” |0n〉〈0n| ⊗ τ (where τ is the maximally
mixed state) and the unitary Vk which applies Ufk(·) on the first two registers, controlled on the third register
(i.e., the randomness r.)
To see why this scheme should be unforgeable, assume for the moment that Us is a Haar-random unitary
and fk is a perfectly random function. Intuitively, from the point of view of the adversary, each plaintext is
mapped into a subspace which is fresh, independent, random, and exponentially-small as a fraction of the
total dimension (of the ciphertext space). Security should then reduce to the security of multiple uses of a
QCA one-time scheme, each time with a freshly generated key. We will carefully formalize this intuition in a
later section.
Formal definitions. Our definition will compare the performance of an adversary in two games: an unre-
stricted forgery game, and a cheat-detecting game. Fix an SKQES Π = (KeyGen,Enc,Dec) and let A be an
adversary in the following.
Experiment 1. The QUF-Forge(Π,A, n) experiment:
1: k ← KeyGen(1n);
2: if Deck(AEnck(1n)) 6= ⊥, output win; otherwise output reject.
We will think about this experiment as taking place between the adversary A and a challenger C, who
generates the key k, answers the queries of A, and then decrypts to see the outcome of the game.
We now consider a different experiment where C attempts to check A for cheating. We will make use
of the maximally entangled state |φ+〉M ′M ′′ on two copies (M ′ and M ′′) of the plaintext register, and
the corresponding measurement {Π+M ′M ′′ ,1 −Π+M ′M ′′}. We will also need a measurement that will help C
identify previously generated ciphertexts. Recall from Section 3 that correctness implies that Enc can be
written in the form Enck(X) = Vk
(
XM ⊗ σk
)
V †k where σ
(k)
T =
∑
r pk(r)Πk,r and Πk,r = |ψ(k,r)〉〈ψ(k,r)|T .
This also defines, for each (k, r), the two-outcome measurement {Πk,r,1−Πk,r}. In all these two-outcome
measurements, we denote the first outcome by 0 and the second outcome by 1. Notice that these projectors
commute, as |ψ(k,r)〉T are elements of an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors.
Experiment 2. The QUF-Cheat(Π,A, n) experiment:
1: C runs k ← KeyGen(1n);
2: A receives 1n and oracle access to Ek (controlled by C), defined as follows:
(1) A sends plaintext register M to C;
(2) C discards M and prepares |φ+〉M ′M ′′ ;
(3) C applies Enck to M ′ using fresh randomness r, sends result C to A;
(4) C stores (M ′′, r) in a set M.
3: A sends final output register Cout to C;
4: C applies V †k to Cout, places results in MT ;
5: for each (M ′′, r) ∈M do
6: C applies {Πk,r,1−Πk,r} to T ;
7: if outcome is 0 then:
8: C applies {Π+,1−Π+} to MM ′′;
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9: if outcome is 0: output cheat; end if
10: end if
11: end for
12: output reject.
Note that the experiment always outputs reject if A makes no queries. We emphasize that C is a fixed
algorithm defined by the security game and the properties of Π. The challenger is efficient if the states
|ψ(k,r)〉〈ψ(k,r)| and the unitary Vk are efficiently implementable and the probability distribution pk is effi-
ciently sampleable. We believe this is not a significant constraint. It is easily satisfied in all schemes we are
aware of. Moreover, in light of Lemma 1, it seems unlikely that any reasonable form of ciphertext unforge-
ability can be defined without this requirement. We are now ready to define security.
Definition 7. A SKQES Π has unforgeable ciphertexts (or is QUF) if, for all QPT adversaries A, it holds:
|Pr[QUF-Forge(Π,A, n)→ win]− Pr[QUF-Cheat(Π,A, n)→ cheat]| ≤ negl(n) .
It is straightforward to adapt the above definition to the bounded-query setting, where we fix some
positive integer t (at scheme design time) and demand that adversaries can make no more than t queries.
We call the resulting notion QUFt. One then has the obvious implications QUF⇒ QUFt ⇒ QUFt−1∀ t ∈ N.
Let us briefly discuss a potential concern with these definitions. Consider the repeated measurements
applied to the adversary’s final output Cout (Line 6 and Line 8) in QUF-Cheat. The first measurement simply
compares the randomness of Cout to that of previously generated ciphertexts. Such measurements will not
disturb properly-formed ciphertexts at all, and malformed ones will not affect our security definition. The
second measurement actually measures the plaintext register M , and thus might (a priori) appear to be
concerning. Indeed, if multiple such measurements are applied to M , this might open up a vulnerability to
attacks. As it turns out, this is not a problem. We will shortly show (see Theorem 8 below) that QUF implies
QIND-CPA. For QIND-CPA schemes, any given random string r is only chosen with negligible probability
at encryption time (if not, querying the encryption oracle a polynomial number of times with the challenge
plaintext would be enough to compromise security). It follows that, with overwhelming probability, the
random strings chosen in the different oracle calls in QUF-Cheat are pairwise distinct. This, in turn, implies
that the measurement in Line 8 is applied at most once in a given run of the experiment.
Relationship to other security notions. It is well-known that even one-time quantum authentication
implies QIND secrecy [9]. As we now show, QUF implies an even stronger notion of secrecy, QIND-CPA. This
is a significant departure from classical unforgeability, which is completely independent of secrecy.
Theorem 8. If a SKQES satisfies QUF, then it also satisfies QIND-CPA.
Proof. Let Π be a SKQES, and let A be an adversary winning QIND-CPA with non-negligible advantage ν
over guessing, with pre-challenge algorithm A1 and post-challenge algorithm A2. We will build an adversary
B with black-box oracle access to A, able to distinguish between the QUF-Forge game and the QUF-Cheat
game with non-negligible advantage over guessing, as follows:
1. B runs A1(1n), answering its queries using his own oracle O;
2. get registers M (challenge plaintext) and B (side information) from A1;
3. choose a random bit b $←−{0, 1}; if b = 1, then replace contents of M with a maximally-mixed state;
4. invoke oracle O on M and place result in register C;
5. run A2 on registers C and B, receiving output b′ ∈ {0, 1};
6. if b = b′, then output real; else output real or ideal with equal probability.
Note that, if B is playing QUF-Forge, then O = Enck and we are faithfully simulating the QIND-CPA game
for A. It follows that b = b′ with probability at least 1/2 + ν. If B is playing QUF-Cheat instead, O discards
its input (and replaces it with half of a maximally-entangled state) on every call. In that case, all inputs
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to A1 and A2 are completely uncorrelated with b, so that b′ = b with probability 1/2. Therefore, A′ will
correctly guess the game it is playing in with non-negligible advantage.
Now it is easy to see how to use B to violate the main condition in the definition of QUF with the same
distinguishing advantage. First, query the oracle once and store the output in register C. Next, run B. If B
outputs real, then output the contents of C (achieving win in QUF-Forge). Otherwise, output a random state
in the ciphertext register (achieving reject in QUF-Cheat). uunionsq
We also study the restriction of the quantum notion QUF to the classical case, i.e., classical symmetric-
key encryption schemes (SKES) vs classical adversaries. We denote this classical restriction by UF. In this
notion, the classical unrestricted forgery game UF-Forge is defined precisely as in Experiment 1. Regarding
the quantum game QUF-Cheat, notice that, in any classical scheme, one can apply ciphertext verification to
a string c as follows: (i.) make a copy c′ of c, (ii.) decrypt c, (iii.) if decryption rejected, output reject, and
otherwise output c′. In other words, all classical encryption schemes automatically satisfy Condition 1. The
appropriate classical restriction UF-Cheat of this game thus proceeds as Experiment 2, with two modifications:
(i.) in step 2: , C replaces the plaintext in register Mj by a random plaintext, encrypts it, and stores a copy
of the resulting ciphertext in Cj ; and (ii.) in step 4: , without decrypting, the game outputs cheat if the
challenge ciphertext C equals any one of the saved Cj ’s. We then have the following.
Definition 8. A SKES Π has unforgeable ciphertexts (or is UF) if, for all PPT adversaries A,
|Pr[UF-Forge(Π,A, n)→ win]− Pr[UF-Cheat(Π,A, n)→ cheat]| ≤ negl(n) .
The proof of Theorem 8 carries over easily to the classical case. Moreover, one can show how UF implies
the classical security notion of integrity of ciphertexts INT-CTXT [10], which states that no bounded adversary
with oracle access to an encryption oracle can produce a ciphertext which is at the same time (i.) valid, and
(ii.) fresh, i.e., never output by the oracle. Recall that, classically, it is known [10] that INT-CTXT plus
IND-CPA defines authenticated encryption AE. Therefore, the notion of unforgeability of ciphertexts, when
restricted to the classical case, is at least as strong as authenticated encryption. However, one can also show
the converse, i.e., AE implies UF.
Theorem 9. UF ⇐⇒ AE.
Proof. The first non-trivial part to prove is UF =⇒ INT-CTXT. Let Π be an INT-CTXT insecure SKES.
Then there exists an adversary A with oracle access to Enck which, with non-negligible probability ν, outputs
a ciphertext c which was never output by the encryption oracle. Define a PPT algorithm B with oracle access
to Enck, as follows. First, B executes A and records a list L of all Enck’s answers cj output to A. When
A outputs a ciphertext c, if c ∈ L, B outputs a random ciphertext c′; else it outputs c. For B, the success
probabilities in the games defining UF are as follows:
• in the UF-Forge experiment, since c is a fresh ciphertext with non-negligible probability ν, B wins UF-Forge
with probability at least ν.
• In UF-Cheat instead, whenever the ciphertext is not fresh, B replaces it with a random one, and hence
only wins UF-Cheat with negligible probability.
The fact that a random ciphertext is invalid with overwhelming probability follows by considering an adver-
sary that does not make any queries. So we have:
|Pr[UF-Forge(Π,A′, n)→ win]− Pr[UF-Cheat(Π,A′, n)→ cheat]| ≥ ν,
and hence Π cannot be UF.
The other direction to prove is AE =⇒ UF. For this, we will use an equivalent characterization of
AE, also known in the literature as IND-CCA3 [28]. In this definition, the adversary’s goal is to distinguish
whether he’s playing in the AE-Real world, or in the AE-Ideal world. In the AE-Real world, the adversary can
interact freely with an encryption oracle Enck, and with a restricted decryption oracle Deck which always
rejects (⊥) decryption queries over any ciphertext which was output by Enck. In the AE-Ideal world, instead,
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the adversary is interacting with an oracle Enck($) (which ignores the input query, and always returns the
encryption of a fresh random plaintext), and a constant ⊥ oracle (which simulates the decryption oracle but
always rejects any query). A scheme Π is AE secure iff, for any adversary A it holds:
|Pr [AE-Real(Π,A, n)→ 1]− Pr [AE-Ideal(Π,A, n)→ 1]| ≤ negl(n) .
Now, let A be a PPT adversary breaking UF for a scheme Π. This means that there exists a non-negligible
function ν such that:
|Pr[UF-Forge(Π,A, n)→ win]− Pr[UF-Cheat(Π,A, n)→ cheat]| ≥ ν(n) .
We use A to build an adversary B able to distinguish AE-Real from AE-Ideal. The new adversary B runs A
and forwards all of A’s encryption queries to his own encryption oracle. Finally, when A outputs a ciphertext
c, B queries his own decryption oracle on c, and looks at the oracle’s response. If the response is not ⊥, then
B returns real, otherwise returns real or ideal with equal chance.
It is easy to see that B distinguishes AE-Ideal from AE-Real with non-negligible advantage at least ν/2
over guessing. The reason is as follows. If B is in the AE-Real world (probability 1/2), then he is correctly
simulating for A the UF-Forge game. Since A breaks UF by assumption, it means that, with probability at
least ν, his output c will be a fresh valid ciphertext; in that case, also B wins. On the other hand, if the
world is AE-Ideal, B still wins with probability 1/2. uunionsq
This means that UF is actually another characterization of authenticated encryption. This is an interesting
observation, given that UF comes from the classical restriction of a quantum notion “merely” concerning
the unforgeability of ciphertexts. However, we stress that this equivalence only holds at the classical level,
and that this is insufficient evidence to declare that QUF serves the same purpose quantumly as AE does
classically. In fact, in Section 6 we introduce a quantum analogue of AE which we call QAE, and provide
stronger evidence that the latter is in fact the correct analogue.
5 Quantum IND-CCA2
Next, we move to the problem of defining adaptive chosen-ciphertext security for quantum encryption. In the
usual classical formulation (IND-CCA2), the adversary A receives both an encryption oracle and a decryption
oracle for the entire duration of the indistinguishability game. To eliminate the trivial strategy, we do not
permit A to query the decryption oracle on the challenge ciphertext. This last condition does not make sense
in the quantum setting, for a number of reasons we’ve seen before: no-cloning prevents us from storing a
copy of the challenge, measurement may destroy the states involved, and so on. However, our approach to
defining unforgeability can be adapted to this case. The resulting notion of quantum indistinguishability under
adaptive chosen-ciphertext attacks (QIND-CCA2) can also be recast in the public-key quantum encryption
setting.
Formal Definition. As before, we will compare the performance of the adversary in two games. In each
case, the adversary A = (A1,A2) consists of two parts (pre-challenge and post-challenge), and is playing
against the challenger C, which is a fixed algorithm determined only by the security game and the scheme.
Experiment 3. The QCCA2-Test(Π,A, n) experiment:
1: C runs k ← KeyGen(1n) and flips a coin b $←−{0, 1};
2: A1 receives 1n and access to oracles Enck and Deck;
3: A1 prepares a side register S, and sends C a challenge register M ;
4: C puts into C either Enck(M) (if b = 0) or Enck(τM ) (if b = 1);
5: A2 receives registers C and S and oracles Enck and Deck;
6: A2 outputs a bit b′. If b′ = b, output win; otherwise output fail.
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Notice that in this game there are no restrictions on the use of Deck by A2. In particular, A2 is free
to decrypt the challenge. In the second game, the challenge plaintext is replaced by half of a maximally
entangled state, and A only gains an advantage over guessing if he cheats, i.e., if he tries to decrypt the
challenge.
Experiment 4. The QCCA2-Fake(Π,A, n) experiment:
1: C runs k ← KeyGen(1n);
2: A1 receives 1n and access to oracles Enck and Deck;
3: A1 prepares a side register S, and sends C a challenge register M ;
4: C discards M , prepares |φ+〉M ′M ′′ and fresh randomness r, and stores (M ′′, r); then C encrypts the M ′
register and sends the resulting ciphertext C ′ to A2;
5: A2 receives registers C ′ and S and oracles Enck and Dk, where Dk is defined as follows. On input a
register C:
(1) C applies V †k to C, places results in MT ;
(2) C applies {PσkT ,1− PσkT } to T ;
(3) if outcome is 0 then:
(4) C applies {Πk,r,1−Πk,r} to T ;
(5) if outcome is 0 then:
(6) C applies {Π+,1−Π+} to MM ′′;
(7) if outcome is 0: output cheat;
(8) end if
(9) else
(10) apply the default map for invalid ciphertexts, i.e., Dˆk to MT .
(11) end if
(12) return M ;
6: C draws a bit b at random. If b = 1, output cheat; if b = 0 output reject.
We now define quantum IND-CCA2 in terms of the advantage gap of adversaries between the above two
games.10
Definition 9. A SKQES Π is QIND-CCA2 if, for all QPT adversaries A,
Pr[QCCA2-Test(Π,A, n)→ win]− Pr[QCCA2-Fake(Π,A, n)→ cheat] ≤ negl(n) .
The omission of absolute values in the above is intentional. Indeed, an adversary can artificially inflate his
cheating probability by querying the decryption oracle on the challenge and then ignoring the result. What
he should not be able to do (against a secure scheme) is make his win probability larger than his cheating
probability. We note that QIND-CCA2 clearly implies QIND-CCA1.
Proposition 2. QIND-CCA2 =⇒ QIND-CCA1.
Proof. Suppose we have a scheme Π which is not QIND-CCA1, i.e., there exists an adversary A which wins
the usual QIND-CCA1 game with non-negligible advantage ν over guessing. Clearly A can also play the games
QCCA2-Test and QCCA2-Fake, but will not query the decryption oracle post-challenge. Note that A wins
QCCA2-Test with probability 1/2 + ν, but is declared as cheating in QCCA2-Fake with probability exactly
1/2. Hence Π is not QIND-CCA2. uunionsq
Next, we show that the classical restriction of QIND-CCA2 is equivalent to the classical security notion
IND-CCA2. We denote the classical restriction of QIND-CCA2 by IND-CCA2′. This is defined by adapting the
replacement and verification procedure of the challenger in QCCA2-Test in the same way as when defining UF.
We denote the classical versions of the games QCCA2-Test and QCCA2-Fake by CCA2-Test and CCA2-Fake,
respectively.
10 The interface that the two games provide to the adversary differ slightly in that the adversary is not asked to
output a bit in the end of the QCCA2-Fake game. This is not a problem as the games have the same interface until
the second one terminates.
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Theorem 10. A SKES Π is IND-CCA2′ iff it is IND-CCA2.
Proof. Suppose first that A is an adversary breaking IND-CCA2’, i.e., winning CCA2-Test with a probability
higher than the one winning CCA2-Fake by a non-negligible advantage ν. We construct an adversary A′, that
runs A, keeps a copy of the challenge ciphertext and aborts by giving a random answer whenever A is about
to query the decryption oracle with the challenge ciphertext. Note that A′ wins CCA2-Fake with probability
exactly 1/2. We call A′ the self-checking version of A. It is easy to show that A′ wins the CCA2-Test game
with probability at least 1/2 + ν. First observe that the probability that A cheats is the same in CCA2-Test
and CCA2-Fake. This is because the two games are identical up to the point where A sends their first cheating
query. Moreover we have
Pr [A wins CCA2-Test ∧ A cheats] ≤ Pr [A cheats]
= Pr [A wins CCA2-Fake ∧ A cheats] ,
implying
Pr [A wins CCA2-Test ∧ A does not cheat]
= Pr [A wins CCA2-Test]− Pr [A wins CCA2-Test ∧ A cheats]
≥Pr [A wins CCA2-Fake]− Pr [A wins CCA2-Fake ∧ A cheats] + ν
= Pr [A wins CCA2-Fake ∧ A does not cheat] + ν
=
1
2
Pr [A does not cheat] + ν.
It follows that
Pr [A′ wins CCA2-Test]
= Pr [A wins CCA2-Test ∧ A does not cheat] + 1
2
Pr [A cheats]
≥ 1
2
Pr [A does not cheat] + ν + 1
2
Pr [A cheats]
=
1
2
+ ν .
But the CCA2-Test and IND-CCA2 games are identical for adversaries that do not query the challenge, and
A′ has been constructed not to, i.e., A′ wins the IND-CCA2 game with probability 1/2 + ν.
For the other direction, let A be an adversary that wins the IND-CCA2 game with non-negligible advan-
tage. Note that A behaves the same in all games, as any difference only arrises upon cheating, and A does
not cheat by definition of the IND-CCA2 game. Therefore A wins the CCA2-Test game with non-negligible
advantage over random guessing by assumption, but it wins the CCA2-Fake game with probability exactly
1
2 . uunionsq
6 Quantum Authenticated Encryption
In the classical setting, authenticated encryption (AE) is defined as IND-CCA2 and unforgeability of cipher-
texts (see Definition 4.17 in [25]) or, equivalently, IND-CPA and unforgeability of ciphertexts [10]. A third
equivalent formulation due to Shrimpton [28] defines AE in terms of a real vs ideal scenario. According to
this definition, a classical scheme Π = (KeyGen,Enc,Dec) is AE if no adversary, given oracles E and D, can
distinguish these two scenarios:
• AE-Real: (E,D) is (Enck,Deck) with k ← KeyGen;
• AE-Ideal: E discards the input and returns Enck(m) for random m, and D always rejects; here again
k ← KeyGen;
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This is not yet enough, because the adversary A can always distinguish real from ideal by composing E with
D. To patch this problem, we can (i.) demand that A cannot do that, as in [28], or (ii.) add the condition
D ◦ E = 1 to the ideal case11. We will take the latter approach.
Motivated by this formulation of AE and our general strategy so far, we will define quantum authenticated
encryption by comparing the performance of the adversary in a real world and an ideal world. In the real
world, the adversary gets unrestricted access to Enck and Deck. In the ideal world, the challenger C stores the
Enck queries, replacing them with halves of maximally-entangled states; when a Deck query is detected as
corresponding to a particular earlier Enck query, C replies with the contents of the stored register; otherwise
Deck rejects. Cheat detection is performed just as in the unforgeability game QUF-Cheat.
Formal definition. We now formally define the two worlds: the real world QAE-Real, and the ideal (or
cheat-detecting) world QAE-Ideal. In both cases, the adversary A receives two oracles and then outputs a
single bit.
Experiment 5. The QAE-Real(Π,A, n) experiment:
1: k ← KeyGen(1n);
2: output AEnck,Deck(1n).
In the ideal setting, it will be convenient to describe the experiment in terms of an interaction between
A and the challenger C, a fixed algorithm determined only by the security game and the properties of Π.
Experiment 6. The QAE-Ideal(Π,A, n) experiment:
1: C runs k ← KeyGen(1n);
2: initialize oracles EM→C and DC→M :
• E is defined as follows. On input a register M :
(1) C prepares |φ+〉M ′M ′′ , and generates fresh randomness r;
(2) C stores (r,M ′′,M) in a set M;
(3) C applies Enck to M ′ using randomness r; return result to A.
• D is defined as follows. On input a register C:
(1) C applies V †k to C, places results in M ′T ;
(2) for each (r,M ′′,M) ∈M do:
(3) C applies {Πk,r,1−Πk,r} to T ;
(4) if outcome is 0 then:
(5) C applies {Π+,1−Π+} to M ′M ′′;
(6) if outcome is 0: return M ;
(7) end if
(8) end for
(9) return |⊥〉〈⊥|;
3: output AE,D(1n).
Note that, as before, we number the measurement outcomes by 0 (the first outcome) and 1 (the second
outcome). With the above games defined, we can now set down our definition of quantum authenticated
encryption.
Definition 10. A SKQES Π = (KeyGen,Enc,Dec) is an authenticated quantum encryption scheme (or is
QAE) if, for all QPT adversaries A:
|Pr [QAE-Real(Π,A, n)→ real]− Pr [QAE-Ideal(Π,A, n)→ real]| ≤ negl(n).
11 More precisely, the ideal world maintains a list of all queries that A makes to E, and ensures that D will respond
correctly if queried on an output of E.
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Relationship to other security notions. Next, we give evidence that QAE is indeed the correct formal-
ization of a quantum analogue of AE, by showing that it implies all of the quantum security notions defined
thus far. We begin with adaptive chosen-ciphertext security.
Theorem 11. QAE =⇒ QIND-CCA2.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 8. For a scheme Π, let A be an adversary against QIND-CCA2,
e.g., let us say that:
Pr [QCCA2-Test(Π,A, n)→ win] = Pr [QCCA2-Fake(Π,A, n)→ cheat] + ν(n) ,
for non-negligible ν. We then show how to build another adversary B with black-box access to A, able to
distinguish QAE-Real from QAE-Ideal.
B runs A, and forwards all of A’s queries to his own oracles. When eventually A outputs a challenge
plaintext state, B flips a random bit b. If b = 0, then B forwards the challenge plaintext to his encryption
oracle as usual. Otherwise, if b = 1, B replaces the challenge with a totally mixed plaintext state before
relaying it to the oracle. After that, B continues to answer A’s queries during the second quantum CCA
phase as before, by forwarding all the queries to his oracles, until A produces an output bit b′. Finally, if
b = b′, then B outputs real, otherwise he outputs ideal.
Now notice the following: If we are in the QAE-Real environment (that is, B has unrestricted Enc and
Dec oracles), then B is faithfully simulating for A the QCCA2-Test game, which means that the probability
of B correctly outputting real is exactly the same probability of A of winning QCCA2-Test.
If we are in the QAE-Ideal world, instead, B is playing in a “malformed” game, where all his encryption
queries are replaced by random plaintexts before encryption. This means that the best A could do in order
to guess the secret bit b is guessing at random, unless A uses a “cheating decryption query” on the challenge
ciphertext (in this case the modified decryption oracle of the game QAE-Ideal would actually return the
encrypted plaintext). It follows that∣∣∣Pr [QAE-Real(Π,B, n)→ Real]− Pr [QAE-Ideal(Π,B, n)→ Real] ∣∣∣
≥
∣∣∣Pr [QCCA2-Test(Π,A, n)→ win]− Pr [QCCA2-Fake(Π,A, n)→ cheat] ∣∣∣ (7)
= Pr [QCCA2-Test(Π,A, n)→ win]− Pr [QCCA2-Fake(Π,A, n)→ cheat] = ν ,
which conludes the proof. uunionsq
In terms of authentication security, we can show that QAE implies cQCA (computational one-time ci-
phertext authentication), and hence also cDNS.
Theorem 12. Let Π = (KeyGen,Enc,Dec) be a SKQES that is QAE secure and satisfies Condition 1. Then
it is cQCA.
Proof. Assume Π is not cQCA. Then there exists an algorithm A = (A1,A2,A3) that achieves the following.
A1 gets an input 1n and outputs registers M (the plaintext register) and B. A2 implements a map ΛCB→CB˜
on two registers C (the ciphertext register) and B. A3 is a distinguisher between the two states resulting
from applying Λ˜CB→CB˜ or the corresponding simulator according to Equations (5) and (6) to the output of
A1.
The crucial observation is, that the map on registers MB resulting from sending M to the challenger C′ideal
as an encryption query in the ideal QAE game, applying ΛCB→CB˜ to the output and sending the resulting
C-register to C′ideal as a decryption query, is exactly the simulator defined in Equations (5) and (6). Thus,
the adversary that runs A1, queries the encryption oracle, runs A2, queries the decryption oracle and finally
runs A3 is a successful QAE adversary. uunionsq
In addition, QAE implies quantum unforgeability.
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Theorem 13. QAE =⇒ QUF.
Proof. For a scheme Π, let A be an adversary against QUF, e.g., let us say that:
Pr [QUF-Forge(Π,A, n)→ win] = Pr [QUF-Cheat(Π,A, n)→ cheat] + ν ,
where ν is non-negligible. We then build another adversary B with black-box access to A, able to distinguish
QAE-Real from QAE-Ideal with non-negligible advantage. B runs A, and forwards all of A’s queries to his
own encryption oracle. When eventually A outputs a forgery, B sends it for decryption to his own decryption
oracle. If the decryption succeeds (that is, the oracle does not return |⊥〉〈⊥|), then B outputs real, otherwise
he outputs ideal.
The idea is the following: suppose the decryption of the forgery state succeeds (i.e., it does not decrypt
to |⊥〉〈⊥|). This can happen in two cases:
1. we are in the QAE-Real game, and A produced a valid forgery (i.e., he won the QUF-Forge game); or
2. we are in the QAE-Ideal game, and A cheated by replaying an output of the encryption oracle (i.e., he
won the QUF-Cheat game).
Recall that, by assumption, A produces a valid forgery with probability at least ν over cheating. Therefore
the case 2. above happens with noticeable less probability than case 1., which is in fact the one B “bets” on.
Analogously, suppose the decryption fails. This can happen in two cases:
1. we are in the QAE-Real game, but A produced an invalid forgery (i.e., he lost the QUF-Forge game); or
2. we are in the QAE-Ideal game, and A did not cheat (i.e., he lost QUF-Cheat).
For the same reasoning as above, 2. is noticeably more likely than 1., which is in fact B’s bet. More in detail,
we have: ∣∣∣Pr [B(QAE-Real)→ Real]− Pr [B(QAE-Ideal)→ Real] ∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣Pr [QAE-Real] · Pr [A(QUF-Forge)→ win]−
− Pr [QAE-Ideal] · Pr [A(QUF-Cheat)→ cheat]
∣∣∣
=
1
2
∣∣∣Pr [A(QUF-Forge)→ win]− (Pr [A(QUF-Forge)→ win]− ν)∣∣∣ = ν
2
,
which is non-negligible. uunionsq
Finally, we consider the classical restriction AE′ of QAE.
Proposition 3. AE′ ⇐⇒ AE.
Proof. The security notion AE’ is given in terms of two experiments which are like the AE-Real and AE-Ideal
experiments in Shrimpton’s formulation of AE security, with the following difference:
1. in the modified AE-Real experiment, the decryption oracle does not reject non-fresh ciphertexts, i.e. it is
unrestricted; and
2. in the modified AE-Ideal experiment, the decryption oracle does not always return ⊥: in case it is queried
on a non-fresh ciphertext, it decrypts correctly.
Since classically we can store and compare plaintexts and ciphertexts, it is easy to construct an efficient
simulator able to switch between the experiments of AE and AE’, by inspecting A’s decryption queries and
reacting accordingly. Namely:
1. to switch from AE to AE’, record A’s plaintexts and ciphertexts during encryption queries, and reply
with the right plaintext whenever A asks to decrypt a non-fresh ciphertext (otherwise, just send the
query to the decryption oracle); and
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2. to switch from AE’ to AE, record A’s received ciphertexts during encryption queries, and reply with ⊥
whenever A asks to decrypt a non-fresh ciphertext (otherwise, just send the query to the decryption
oracle).
This concludes the proof, as it shows the two cases to be equivalent. uunionsq
In particular, AE′ is equivalent to UF. We provide evidence that a quantum analogue of this statement
does not hold in the next section.
7 Constructions and separations
In this section we exhibit constructions of SKQES that fulfill and separate the different security notions
presented in the preceding sections. We begin by showing that augmenting a one-time scheme by a (perfectly)
random function family using the construction in Definition 2 turns a QCA secure scheme into a QAE secure
scheme. Then we will move on to show how to satisfy QAE with an efficiently implementable scheme. Recall
that efficient QCA-secure SKQES can be constructed, e.g., from unitary two-designs like the Clifford group.
Theorem 14. Let Π be a QCA-secure SKQES, and let f : K × {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m be a random function
family. Then the scheme Πf in Definition 2 is QAE secure.
Proof. We let Π = (KeyGen,Enc,Dec) and ΠF = (KeyGen′,Enc′,Dec′) where
1. KeyGen′(1n) outputs a random function F from {0, 1}n to {0, 1}m;
2. Enc′F (XM ) outputs |s〉〈s|R ⊗ EncF (s)(X)C , where s $←− {0, 1}n;
3. Dec′F (YRC) first measures the R register to get outcome s
′; then it runs DecF (s′) on register C and
outputs the result.
Suppose A is a QAE adversary against ΠF , i.e., a QPT algorithm with oracle access to Enc′k and Dec′k.
Suppose A makes `(n) queries to the oracle, where ` is some polynomial function of n. We assume that
the randomnesses si and the keys F (si) used for the scheme Π in the different encryption queries (for
i = 1, . . . , `(n)) are all distinct; this is true except with negligible probability.
Let us first analyze what happens in the QAE-Real experiment. Consider the i-th decryption oracle
call. The decryption begins with a measurement of the R register, yielding some outcome s and thereby a
key k¯ = F (s). We can analyze the situation for each outcome s that occurs with non-negligible probability,
separately. This is because if an adversary is successful, it is easy to see that there is also a modified successful
adversary, that submits only decryption queries with a fixed string s in the randomness register.
Suppose first that k¯ = F (s) 6= F (si) for all i. In this case, the Π-encrypted part of the forgery candidate
gets decrypted with a key different from all the ones used for encryption. We analyze the attack map
Λ = A˜(1n)TrC against the QCA scheme Π, where A˜ is defined to first run A until the ith decryption query,
while answering each encryption query by sampling a fresh key for the scheme Π. Note that Λ does not use
initial side information, therefore σacc := Λacc and σrej := Λrej are just positive semidefinite matrices whose
trace sums to one.
According to Equation (4) in the definition of QCA, the trace of σacc is the probability that the simulator
applies the identity to the plaintext. The output of the attack map Λ does not depend on it’s input, i.e. the
same holds for the effective map ΛΠ and hence for (1−|⊥〉〈⊥|)ΛΠ(·)(1−|⊥〉〈⊥|). Any such map is far from
any non-negligible multiple of the identity channel so the trace of σacc is negligible according to Equation
3. We have hence shown that the decryption oracle returns ⊥ with ovewhelming probability, so we can take
σcrej = TrCA˜(1n).
Let now s′ = rj , and write A = A1EnckˆA0, splitting the adversary into two parts before and after the
j-th encryption query. Let (A˜1)CE1→CE2 be defined analogous to A˜. E1 and E2 are the internal memory
registers of A at the time of the j-th encryption query and the i-th decryption query, respectively. Π is QCA
secure, implying that A˜Π1 = Ek¯
[
Deck ◦ A˜1 ◦ Enck¯
]
fulfills:
‖(A˜Π1 )ME1→ME2 − idM ⊗ (A˜acc1 )E1→E2 −⊥⊗ (A˜rej1 )E1→E2‖ ≤ negl(n), (8)
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where (using Pinv = 1− |Φk¯,r¯〉〈Φk¯,r¯|):
A˜acc1 = Ek¯,r¯
[
〈Φk¯,r¯|V †k¯ A˜acc1
(
Enck¯;r¯
(
φ+MM ′
)⊗ (·)E1)Vk¯|Φk¯,r¯〉] and
A˜rej1 = Ek¯,r¯
[
TrMM ′TPinvV
†
k¯
A˜acc1
(
Enck¯;r¯
(
φ+MM ′
)⊗ (·)E1)Vk¯] . (9)
The form of the simulator in the reject case follows by using that the maximally entangled state is a point
in the optimization defining the diamond norm in (3) and using the monotonicity of the trace norm under
partial trace.
We now show indistinguishability of the real and ideal experiments by induction over the decryption
queries. Since QCA implies IND, the two are indistinguishable before the first decryption query. Assume now
that the two experiments cannot be distinguished using an algorithm that makes at most i − 1 decryption
queries. Consider A running in the ideal experiment until right before the (i + 1)-th decryption query (or
until the end, if i = `). We make the same case distinction as before. In the first case the measurement in line
(3) in the ideal decryption oracle in Experiment 5 never returns 0, i.e. the output is always reject. Therefore
we can replace the i-th decryption oracle by the constant reject function, thereby reducing the number of
decryption oracle calls of to i − 1. By the induction hypothesis, the contents of the internal register are
therefore indistinguishable whether in the QAE-Real or in the QAE-Ideal experiment.
Turning to the second case, we make a very similar argument. We have s = sj , i.e. the only encryption
query where the measurement from line (3) in the definition of the ideal decryption oracle in Experiment 5
can possibly return 0 is the j-th. Here it is left to observe that the rest of the ideal decryption oracle
implements exactly the same map as in the ideal world, i.e. the ones from equations (8) and (9). Replacing
the j-th encryption and the i-th decryption oracle call by this map, and using the induction hypothesis, we
get that A run until before the i + 1-th decrytion oracle call cannot distinguish QAE-Real from QAE-Ideal.
This ends the proof by induction. uunionsq
We now show how to satisfy QAE efficiently, by means of a post-quantum-secure pseudorandom function.
Corollary 2. Let Π be a QCA-secure SKQES that satisfies Condition 1, and let f be a pqPRF. Then the
scheme Πf (from Definition 2) satisfies QAE.
Proof. As a contradiction, suppose there exists a QPT algorithm A that distinguishes QAE-Real from
QAE-Ideal. We claim that this also holds if f is replaced with a completely random function family F .
If A cannot break the random scheme ΠF , then we can build a distinguisher for f versus F , as follows.
What we would like to do is the following. Given an oracle O, we:
1. choose a random bit b $←−{0, 1};
2. if b = 0, we simulate the QAE-Real(ΠO,A, n) experiment using our oracle;
3. if b = 1, we simulate the QAE-Ideal(ΠO,A, n) experiment using our oracle;
4. output b⊕ s where s is the output of A.
This may at first not seem possible using the classical oracle we are provided with, as the ideal decryp-
tion oracle has to implement the unitary V †k , which seems to require superposition access to the ran-
dom/pseudorandom function. However, observe that steps 5-11 of Experiment 2 commute with a mea-
surement of the randomness register R in the computational basis, and afterwards this register is discarded.
Therefore the outcome of the experiment is not changed by first measuring the register R, which yields
an outcome r. Then the modified challenger can use classical oracle access to the random/pseudorandom
function to implement V †k on the measured input state.
Note that, if ΠO is secure, then b and s are independent (up to negligible terms) and b⊕ s is a fair coin.
If ΠO is insecure, then it deviates from uniform by the QUF distinguishing advantage of A. This yields a
distinguisher between the case O = f and O = F . The claim then follows from Theorem 14. uunionsq
In particular, the scheme family 2desTagpqPRF is sufficient for QAE. We remark that the proof uses the fact
that, given classical oracle access to f , the scheme Πf is efficiently implementable in the sense of Condition 1
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– regardless of the nature of the family f . Of course, in the special case where f is a pqPRF, then Πf simply
satisfies Condition 1 without any need for oracles.
As QAE implies both QUF and QIND-CCA2 (see Theorem 13 and Theorem 11), we have the following
corollary.
Corollary 3. Let Π be a QCA-secure SKQES that satisfies Condition 1, and let f be a pqPRF. Then the
scheme Πf (from Definition 2) satisfies QUF and QIND-CCA2.
We can also show how to satisfy bounded-query unforgeability, i.e., QUFt. Recall that a t-wise independent
function is a deterministic, efficiently computable keyed function family {fk}k which appears random to any
algorithm (of unbounded computational power) which gets classical oracle access to fk for uniformly random
k, and can make at most t queries. One can apply the proof technique of Corollary 2 and Theorem 14 to
obtain the following.
Corollary 4. Let Π be a QCA-secure SKQES, and let f be a t-wise independent function family. Then the
scheme Πf (as defined in Definition 2) satisfies QUFt.
Proof. (Sketch.) If there exists a QPT A which can break QUFt for Πf using t-many queries, then it also
breaks ΠF where F is a random function. If not, we construct an oracle distinguisher for O = f versus
O = F which simulates A in one of the two games (each with probability 1/2) and outputs a bit which is
biased depending on O. Note that we only need t queries to do this, since we only run one of the games
(and not both). It then remains to invoke Theorem 14, and observe that Theorem 13 holds in the case of a
bounded number of queries. uunionsq
Separations. While QAE implies QIND-CCA2 according to Theorem 11, the converse does not hold. In fact,
consider any QAE secure scheme and modify the decryption function by replacing the reject symbol by a
fixed plaintext, e.g. the all zero state. Such a scheme is certainly still QIND-CCA2 secure, as any adversary
against it can be used against the original scheme by simulating the modified one. The modified scheme is,
however, manifestly not QAE as it never outputs ⊥. The same reasoning works for QUF in place of QAE.
Proposition 4. QIND-CCA2 6⇒ QUF, and therefore QIND-CCA2 6⇒ QAE.
Finally, we turn to the relationship of QAE and QUF, and propose a separation as follows. Let Π be a
scheme that fulfills cQCA (Definition 6) for trivial register B˜, but can be broken using an efficient attack
with nontrivial B˜. For any PRF f , Πf is clearly QUF, as the security notion ignores side information. It can
however not be QAE, as QAE implies cQCA.
8 Discussion
In this work, we presented four new security notions for symmetric key quantum encryption: QCA, QUF,
QIND-CCA2 and QAE. While we have already made significant progress on understanding these notions,
a number of open questions remain. A few are as follows. Does an encryption scheme as discussed below
Proposition 4 exist, proving QUF 6⇒ QAE? If so, does QUF imply QIND-CCA2 or QIND-CCA1? Classically,
unforgeability and IND-CCA2 imply AE; does this hold quantumly as well? Finally, is there a scheme that
satisfies QIND-CCA2 but cannot be upgraded to QAE by simply modifying the decryption function?
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